
Bringing Murray Cod back to the Baaka

Government agencies, local communities

and First Nations representatives are

exploring ways to help return the once iconic

Murray Cod to their former glory in the

Darling-Baaka River between Bourke and

Louth.

The response comes on the back of recent

impacts from extended drought and poor

water quality that had a devastating effect

on native fish populations across the

Darling-Baaka, with sampling over the last

three years finding very low numbers of

Murray Cod in particular locations.

The monitoring, which focuses on the area

between Bourke and Louth on the Darling-

Baaka is part of the Commonwealth

Environmental Water Office Monitoring,

Evaluation and Research program (Flow

MER) that looks at how river environments

respond to water for the environment. Fish

community surveys during 2019, 2020 and

2021 saw only six (6) Murray Cod recorded

in this one reach, with no detections during

the recent 2022 sampling.

Dr Paul Frazier from 2rog Consulting has

been leading the river environment

monitoring program in the Warrego-Darling

and the Gwydir rivers since 2014 in

partnership with The University of New

England, government agencies, tertiary and

research institutes and community. 

Dr Frazier said the recent results paint a dire

picture for that section of the Baaka,
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“We are at a crossroads for Murray Cod in

this part of the  Murray-Darling Basin.

Sampling shows that they are simply at

numbers too low to recover naturally along

this reach of the Darling-Baaka, with

strategic action needed to help bring back

the fish.” 

"We continue to work with scientists, state

agencies and communities to do what we

can to support native fish across the Basin.

This includes using water for the

environment, protecting river flows and

removing barriers to fish movement, all of

which help fish feed, breed, move and 

 - Dr Frazier (2rog) 

but believes everyone involved in caring for

the environment and water can help recover

Murray Cod if there is united commitment

and effort.

NSW DPI is undertaking analysis of long-

term fisheries data, with preliminary results

suggesting that Murray Cod abundance

across NSW is improving over the last 20

years, providing hope that recovery is

possible if the right management actions are

undertaken. However, the recent data from

the Flow-MER program suggests these

improvements are not consistent across all

locations.

Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder

Dr Simon Banks said the results about

Murray Cod numbers in the Darling-Baaka

between Louth and Bourke are concerning.

Traditional Paakantyi Language used in this article.  (L. A. Hercus - Paakantyi Dictionary)  

https://flow-mer.org.au/


Managing water for the environment is a collective and collaborative effort, working in partnership with communities, 

private landholders, scientists and government agencies - these contributions are gratefully acknowledged.

 

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land on which we live, work and play. We also pay our respects to Elders 

past, present and emerging. 
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To the local Aboriginal people, the Baakandji

People, the Parntu (Murray Cod) are an

important part of life, being a food source

and a cultural totem for some groups. The

Darling-Baaka River around Louth is also

renowned for its great fishing, with plenty of

old photos featuring big catches of fish,

predominantly Murray Cod. Fishers travelled

long distances to catch these iconic fish. 

Dr Frazier stressed that a call to action was

needed.

“We need to do more to ensure this icon of

the Darling-Baaka River continues to survive

and thrive in the future. Strategic on-ground

works to improve habitat and food sources,

providing and protecting flows, fixing fish

passage, and protecting fish from extraction

at water diversions should all be part of a

recovery program for the species"

"Ensuring a long-term stable population of

Murray Cod in the Darling-Baaka is

important culturally, socially and

recreationally.” added Dr Frazier.

"Water for the environment has helped

provide refuge and connectivity during

recent dry periods and provides

opportunities for native fish to breed and

rebuild populations after years of drought -

including in the Lower Darling-Baaka.

However, these results show us there is still

more to be done."

"Murray Cod use large woody habitat for

spawning sites, shelter and territorial

markers. Detailed habitat mapping

undertaken in partnership with DPI

Fisheries has identified priority areas along

the reach to put logs and branches back in

the river for fish. We are working with DPI

Fisheries to explore opportunities to support

re-snagging activities in the Darling-Baaka.”

added Dr Banks.

  - Dr Banks

   (Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder)

The Commonwealth Environmental Water

Holder is looking for opportunities to

complement existing actions with funding for

habitat rehabilitation activities such as

reinstating large woody habitat, which will

enhance outcomes from the use of water for

the environment.

recruit. Looking after our native fish is key

priority for us and we value the work of the

2rog-UNE team and the Flow-MER program

in highlighting the need for collaboration

and commitment" 

https://www.environment.gov.au/water/cewo/monitoring/mer-program
https://www.une.edu.au/
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/fishing
https://2rog.com.au/

